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Publications by David Hoffman

China Center Publications

- Understanding China's Corporate Social Credit System - Insights from the May 2020 Deep Dive Exchange
  09 June, 2020
- Market Bifurcation and Supply Chain Decoupling Will Accelerate in the Wake of COVID-19, but Market Drivers - not Policy Directives - Will Determine Outcomes in the Foreseeable Future
  06 May, 2020
- Beyond the COVID-19 Crisis - Local Mobility Controls Point to a Re-Fragmentation of the China Operating Environment for MNCs
  16 April, 2020
- Tighter Mobility and Socioeconomic Controls at the City Level Will Likely Feature in the China's Post-Coronavirus Business Environment
  03 April, 2020
- Should Foreign Companies in China Be Worrying About China's Corporate Social Credit System Now?
  06 March, 2020
- New Capital Constraints May Spell Opportunity for MNCs
  08 October, 2019
- ICT Supply Prohibitions for Chinese Tech Giants
  03 July, 2019
- US-China Trade Deal — Getting the
  16 April, 2019
- China CEO Council Session Report: Looking Beyond the Regulatory Trees to Assess the Regulatory Forest
  21 December, 2018
- China Center Quick Note: Mind the Gaps
  15 November, 2018
- Assessing the trajectory of the RMB
  22 August, 2018
- China CEO Council Session Report: Digitalizing China—what business impacts are foreseeable?
  22 August, 2018
- Deep Dive Exchange Session Report: China's Cybersecurity Law
  14 June, 2018
- China Center Research Brief: 'Huge' Trade Deficit Smaller than Thought
  05 April, 2018
- China Center Deep Dive Exchange Session Report: Military Tensions in Northeast Asia and the South China Sea
  29 September, 2017
- China CEO Council session report: Will the world change China, or will China change the world?
  21 August, 2017
  13 July, 2017
- China Center Quick Note: New China Model(s) -- Revisiting the MNC Playbook for a Rapidly Changing China
  17 November, 2016
- China CEO Council Session Report - Getting through to 2022
  16 August, 2016
  08 April, 2016
- China CEO Council Session Report - Masters vs. Markets
  11 January, 2016
- The China Human Capital Planning Roundtable -- Session Report
  06 December, 2015
- China Center Quick Note: One Belt, One Road, Lots of Questions
  09 September, 2015
- China Center Quick Take: Financial Market Volatility
  26 August, 2015
- China Center Quick Take: The New Third-Party Payments Regulations
  14 August, 2015
- China Center Quick Note: Beijing's Pyrrhic Victory Over the Equity Rout
  27 July, 2015
- China CEO Council Session Report -- Getting to a
  20 July, 2015
• Deep Dive Exchange Series: The New Face of the Compliance Function in China
  05 June, 2015
• China Center Chart of the Week: China’s FDI numbers are not adequate for gauging foreign investor sentiment
  11 May, 2015
• Deep Dive Exchange Series: Managing Information Security Risks in China
  24 March, 2015
• China CEO Council Session Report -- The China Dream for MNCs
  06 December, 2014
• China CEO Council Session Report -- Facing Change: Sustaining and driving growth during uncertain times in China
  06 August, 2014
• Deep Dive Exchange Insights: State of Attack - Preparing for and Responding to Attacks from State Media
  14 May, 2014
• China CEO Council Insights: The Gateless Gate -- The Future for Foreign Investors in China
  14 November, 2013
• Deep Dive Exchange Insights: Wage Escalation in China -- What Assumptions Make Sense for the Future?
  10 October, 2013
• China Center Quick Note: Protecting the "home team" -- the flagging and flogging of the foreign-invested dairy sector
  11 September, 2013
• China CEO Council Insights: Reality Check -- MNC Prospects for the Next Wave of Reform
  13 June, 2013
• China Center Quick Note: Barring the unexpected, China’s economy to downshift considerably, as a natural consequence of both size and maturation
  21 February, 2013
• China Center Quick Note: China’s “Elections” and the Future of Reform
  21 November, 2012
• China Center Quick Note: The Missing Tea Leaves
  17 August, 2012
• China Center Quick Note: China’s Consumption Paradox
  16 July, 2012
• China’s 12th Five-Year Plan – Implications for Human Capital
  18 April, 2012
• China Productivity: Labor Productivity by Ownership Type
  20 March, 2012
• China Center QuickNote: Planning for opportunities in the event of over-slowing in China
  08 August, 2011

Executive Action Reports
• Under Pressure The Widening Wage Gap between China's Haves and Have-Not
  22 November, 2010

Key Business Issues
• The Long Soft Fall in Chinese Growth: Business Realities, Risks, and Opportunities
  16 October, 2014

Publications
• Responding to the Coronavirus Crisis: Selected Ideas and Learnings for Asia’s Finance Management Leaders
  04 March, 2020
• No More Tiers: Navigating the Future of Consumer Demand across China's Cities (CHRO Strategic Implications)
  14 December, 2015
• No More Tiers: Navigating the Future of Consumer Demand across China's Cities (CFO Strategic Implications)
  11 December, 2015
• No More Tiers: Navigating the Future of Consumer Demand across China's Cities (CMO Strategic Implications)
  19 November, 2015
• The Long Soft Fall in Chinese Growth: Implications for the CFO
  16 December, 2014
• The Long Soft Fall in Chinese Growth: Implications for the CHRO
  16 December, 2014
• The Long Soft Fall in Chinese Growth: White Paper
  17 October, 2014

Research Reports
Business and Sustainability in China: Company Responses to a National Priority
01 December, 2011